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Broadcast Service - Repair Tools

RFI Line Items

ECPU:ESTIMATED COST P/UNIT    PMP:POTENTIAL MINIMUM PURCHASE    PAP:POTENTIAL ANNUAL PURCHASE    PF:PURCHASE FREQUENCY    ETD:ESTIMATED DELIVERY TIME

Product name MFR MFR product # Min qty PMP ETD Details

1 Phillips #1 x 3"

(1)Phillips #2 x 4"

(1)Phillips #2 x 6"

(1)Slotted 1/4" x 4"

(1)Slotted 3/16" x 6"

(1)Slotted 5/16" x 6"

9-in-1 Square Drive Ratcheting Multi-Bit 

Screwdriver

MILWAUKEE 48-22-2322C 1 1 Milwaukee 9-in-1 Ratcheting Multi-Bit Driver feature 3-1/2 in. Power Groove Bits for power tool 

compatibility and maximum jobsite versatility. The Compact 8-in-1 Ratcheting Multi-Bit Driver delivers 

the same versatile performance in a compact design. The Chrome Plated Bits provide Marine-Grade 

Rust Protection and reduce wear from the elements on the job and the All-Metal, High Torque 

Ratchet allows for 2X faster driving without sacrificing control. Milwaukee Multi-Bit Drivers are 

designed for durability at home or on the jobsite and include Milwaukee's Limited Lifetime Warranty. 

9-in-1 ratcheting driver features 7 bit types: (PH #2) (PH #1) (SL 1/4 in.) (SL 3/16 in.) (SQ #3) (SQ #2) 

(SQ #1). The 8-in-1 compact ratcheting driver features 7 bit types: (PH #2) (PH #1 (SL 1/4 in.) (SL 3/16 

in.) (SQ #2)(SQ #1) (Torx T15). All metal ratchet: durable high torque ratchet for 2x driving speed and 

maximum control Power groove bits for power tool compatibility and jobsite versatility Wrench ready: 

hex shanks for additional leverage Precision machined bit tips: durable tips for secure fitment Chrome 

plated bits Magnetic bit retention delivers consistent driving performance Limited lifetime warranty 

Includes: one 9-in-1 square drive ratcheting multi-bit screwdriver and one 8-in-1 compact ratcheting 

multi-bit screwdriver

Screwdriver Kit - 6 PC MILWAUKEE 48-22-2706 1

1 Electrician's Pliers Hand Tool Set includes: long-nose, straight jaw, diagonal cutting pliers, High 

Leverage Lineman's Pliers with Crimper and 6-in-1 Combination Electricians Wire Strippers. The 10 in. 

REAM and PUNCH Straight Jaw pliers incorporate exposed metal handles (patent pending) and a 

precision pliers head for reaming pipe and punching electrical knock outs. The 8 in. L Nose Pliers 

feature a 2 in. gripping nose for pulling wire and material through rough-in holes and other tight 

spaces, as well as an integrated fish tape puller. The 7 in. Diagonal Cutting Pliers feature Iron Carbide 

Edge hardened cutting edges for up to 2X more cuts and a tapered nose with flush cutting blades, 

which cut all the way to the tip. Milwaukee pliers feature over-molded comfort grips, which will not 

peel under jobsite conditions. 6-in-1 Combination Pliers feature a revolutionary, forged dual head 

design for wire stripping and needle nose functionality. A unique reaming design is integrated into 

the pliers head for smoothing out rough edges of metal pipe, and a curved blade design allows for 

clean cuts through larger wire sizes. High Leverage Lineman's Pliers feature hardened cutting edges, 

an integrated reaming head to smooth out rough edges of metal pipe. The Pliers on board crimper 

helps for insulated and non-insulated terminals and fish tape puller. Forged design for added 

strength Rust resistant Reaming head design up to 1 in. or 2 in. Fish tape puller on-board (needle 

nose pliers) Iron carbide cutting edge for more cuts over the life of the pliers (8 in. diagonal pliers) 

Crimper on-board for INS and NON-INS terminals Exposed metal handles for punching (straight jaw 

pliers) Includes: long nose, straight jaw, diagonal cutting pliers, high leverage lineman's pliers with 

crimper and 6 in 1 combination electricians wire strippers All Milwaukee pliers are forged for strength 

and feature rust protection for long-life Wire stripper - strips 8-18 AWG (solid wire), 10-20 AWG 

(stranded wire) 1-handed swing lock - easy one-handed use and remains locked while in pouch, 

spring loaded for easy opening Iron carbide edge cutting edge more cuts over the life of the pliers

Mini Pliers Set, 8-Piece TEKTON PMN99908 1 1 Mini needle nose pliers (serrated jaw)

Mini needle nose pliers (smooth jaw)

Mini long nose pliers

Mini bent long nose pliers

Mini flat nose pliers (serrated jaw)

Mini flat nose pliers (smooth jaw)

Mini diagonal cutting pliers

Mini end cutting pliers     

Item Weight 1.62 lb.

Electrician's Pliers Hand Tool Set (5-Piece) MILWAUKEE 48-22-6331-48-22-6100-48-

22-3079

1
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1 The Milwaukee Shockwave 45pc Impact Driver Bit Set is engineered to be the Most Durable, Best 

Fitting driver bits on the market. The Wear Guard Tip delivers increased wear resistance which 

protects the impact bit's fit over the life of the bit. The Shockzone is optimized for each tip type and 

length of driver bit in the set to absorb peak torque and prevent breaking. The driver bits have 

Custom Alloy76 for a customized steel and heat treatment per tip type to extend the life of the user's 

driver bits, providing up to 50X life versus other impact driver bits on the market. The Milwaukee 

Shockwave driver bits are built to provide users with extreme durability for the most demanding 

applications. Optimized SHOCKZONE geometry absorbs peak torque and prevents breaking 

Optimized Shockzone absorbs peak torque and prevents breaking Custom alloy 76-steel maximizes 

resistance to wear and shock Precise Fit Custom Machined Tip prevents stripping and reduces wobble 

Shockzones are optimized in both length and width per tip type for best performance across tip 

types Laser hardening at the tip creates an outer protective shield for improved wear resistance 

Customized geometry and heat treatment per tip type for best performance across tip types Laser 

etched size for easy identification Designed for use with Impact Drivers and Drill Drivers.

10-Piece Precision Screwdriver Set MILWAUKEE 48-22-2612 1 1 Color coded markings for easy identifications Chrome plated shanks increase tool life by reducing 

corrosion Secure fitment End cap bit type markings Limited lifetime warranty Includes: 1 Phillips #00,

 SHOCKWAVE Impact Duty Alloy Steel Screw Driver 

Bit Set (45-

MILWAUKEE 48-32-4023 1

1 The bundle includes: The 926 III Digital Soldering Iron Station (black) with the 959D Digital Hot Air 

Rework Station and Accessories The The 926 III (black) includes essential accessories: 2 Helping H

Mini Electric Screwdriver, Precision Screwdriver Set Fanttik E1 PRO 1 1 Fanttik Mini Electric Screwdriver, Precision Screwdriver Set with 24 Magnetic Precision Bits, 2 Gears 

Torque, Cordless, Repair Tool Set for Phone Camera Laptop Watch- E1 PRO

YIHUA 926 III Digital Soldering Iron Station YIHUA  926 III 1

1 case consists of 100*CRV steel magnetic precision bit heads, a total of 15 types, which are made of 

high-quality CR-V steel with hardness up to 56HRC. It includes Torx star, Phillips, Flathead, Pental

Totals

Computer Repair Tool Kit Novoard Multifunction-115IN1 1




